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Abstract: 

Our aim is to provide a tutorial to introduce WBAN and its working knowledge as well as 
architecture. We will address Emergency health issues and suggest how it can be improved [1].  

 
 

Its most of the issues are inherit from wireless, as it is using the ISM band, shown in figure. 

  

 

WBAN is RF based wireless networking technology that interconnects tiny nodes with sensors in, on, 
or around a human body [2]. 

A typical WBAN consists of a number of inexpensive, lightweight, miniature sensor platforms, each 
featuring one or more physiological sensors like [3] 

Motion Sensors 

ECG (Electrocardiograms) 

Sp02 



Breathing Sensors 

Blood pressure 

EMG (Electromyograms) 

EEG(Electro-encephalograms) 

Blood Glucose Sensors 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The increase in average lifespan and health cost in many developed nations are catalysts to 
innovation in health care. These factors along with the advances in miniaturization of electronic devices, 
sensing, battery and wireless communication technologies have led to the development of Wireless 
Body Area Networks (WBANs). WBANs consist of smart miniaturized devices (motes) that are able to 
sense, process and communicate. They are designed such that they can be worn or implanted, and 
monitor physiological signals and transmit these to specialized medical servers without much 
interference to the daily routine of the patient. [4] [5] 

A WBAN consists of several sensors and possibly actuators equipped with a radio interface. Each 
WBAN has a sink or personal server such as a PDA, that receives all information from the sensors and 
provides an interface towards other networks or medical staff. Connecting health monitoring sensors 
wirelessly improves comfort for patients but induces a number of technical challenges like coping with 
mobility and the need for increased reliability [6]. 



An important requirement in WBANs is the energy efficiency of the system. The sensors placed on 
the body only have limited battery capacity or can scavenge only a limited amount of energy from their 
environment. Consequently, in order to increase the lifetime of the network, energy efficient measures 
needs to be taken. From that point of view, several researchers are developing low power sensors and 
radios. Another possibility is the design of optimized network protocols to lower the energy 
consumption while satisfying the other requirements [7]. 

A Wireless Body Area Network consists of small, intelligent devices attached on or implanted in the 
body which are capable of establishing a wireless communication link. These devices provide continuous 
health monitoring and real-time feedback to the user or medical personnel. Furthermore, the 
measurements can be recorded over a longer period of time, improving the quality of the measured 
data [3]. Generally speaking, two types of devices can be distinguished: sensors and actuators. The 
sensors are used to measure certain parameters of the human body, either externally or internally. 
Examples include measuring the heartbeat, body temperature or recording a prolonged 
electrocardiogram (ECG). The actuators (or actors) on the other hand take some specific actions 
according to the data they receive from the sensors or through interaction with the user. E.g., an 
actuator equipped with a built-in reservoir and pump administers the correct dose of insulin to give to 
diabetics based on the glucose level measurements. Interaction with the user or other persons is usually 
handled by a personal device, e.g. a PDA or a smart phone which acts as a sink for data of the wireless 
devices. In order to realize communication between these devices, techniques from Wireless Sensor 
Networks (WSNs) and ad hoc networks could be used. However, because of the typical properties of a 
WBAN, current protocols designed for these networks are not always well suited to support a WBAN.  

2. WBAN ARCHITECTURE 

 

The WBAN technology is the consequence of the existing WSN technology. A number of tiny 
wireless sensors, strategically placed on the human body, create a wireless body area network that can 
monitor various vital signs, providing real-time feedback to the user and medical personnel. In a WBAN, 
each medical sensor monitors different vital signs such as temperature, blood pressure, or ECG. The 
system consists of multiple sensor nodes that monitor body motion and heart activity, a network 
coordinator, and a personal server running on a personal digital assistant or a personal computer [8]. 

Figure 1 shows secure 3-level WBAN architecture for medical and non-medical applications.  Level 1 
contains  in-body  and  on-body  BAN  Nodes (BNs)  such  as  Electrocardiogram  (ECG)  – used  to 
monitor electrical activity of  heart,  Oxygen saturation sensor (SpO2)  –used to measure the level of 
oxygen, and  Electromyography  (EMG)  – used  to  monitor muscle  activity [9]. 

Level  2  contains  a  BAN  Network Coordinator  (BNC)  that  gathers  patient’s  vital information 
from the BNs and communicates with the base-station.  Level  3 contains  a  number  of  remote base-
stations  that  keep  patient’s  medical/non-medical records  and  provides  relevant  (diagnostic) 
recommendations. The traffic is categorized into on demand, emergency, and normal traffic.   On-
demand traffic is initiated by the BNC to acquire certain  information. Emergency traffic is initiated by 
the BNs when they exceed a predefined threshold.  Normal traffic is the data traffic in a normal 
condition with no time critical and on-demand events [11].    



  

Figure 1: Secure 3-Level WBAN Architecture For Medical And Non-Medical Applications 

The normal data is collected and processed by the BNC.  The BNC contains a wakeup circuit, a main 
radio, and a security circuit, all of them connected to a data interface.  The wakeup circuit is used to 
accommodate on-demand and emergency traffic.  The security circuit is used to prevent malicious 
interaction with a WBAN [10], [14], [13]. 

 

3. Damage & Costs 

1. Other affecting: There are many costs associated with denial-of-service attacks. Like an attacker 

target the server, when server down, it does not only effect the server but also other users and 

sites associated with that victim server [19]. 

2. Bandwidth wastage: Network resources are shared among many stations. Like bandwidth. If 

attacker launches DDoS attack it does not only affect the target because of wastage of 

bandwidth and that also slow down the activity of non-victim systems [21].   

3. Extra network channels: To detect the attack users must use extra resources only to handle and 

prevent their system from such kind of attacks. Like emailing, making logs etc. 

4. Insurance& Bandwidth cost: As in international market we pay per byte. In DoS attack case the 

traffic is very high from normal traffic and that also increases the bandwidth cost.   



4. How to handle DoS 

 Protecting: The first step should be protected in such kind of attack, protection mechanism 

should be installed by ISP, and there should be an agreement between ISP, an insurance policy. 

Most of the people do that after learning a lesson.   

 Detecting: If you detect properly then you would be able to respond accurately. For detection, 

there should be proper check and balance on log system, traffic pattern, updated blacklist and 

all updated detection software.  The attacker use different mechanism to launch the attack. So 

maybe detection not helps out in some kind of attacks [22].   

 Reacting: Reaction step comes when there is no proper protection and detection mechanism.  

In that step there would some technical steps which are mostly implemented, are informing 

ISP,  start backup system and moving data to the backup system, decreasing the incoming 

traffic, applying available data content filters on incoming traffic, redirecting traffic, shut 

downing after data is moved.     [23] 

5. Available Solutions 

 The DoS attacks at the MAC layer discussed here are very common in the IEEE 802.11 standard 

networks. 

 The attacker exploited mostly the non-implementation of the authentication method for 

management and control frames.  

 Mostly available solutions are cryptographically protecting of management and control frames. 

In that method first step is finding the vulnerability on the basis of cryptography and then the 

possible solution to mitigate these attacks.   

 IEEE made an amendment to the original standard IEEE 802.11 and releases a new standard 

802.11w.It included the security features for management frames like data confidentiality, data 

origin authenticity, and replay protection [27]. 

 But for control frames, there are still no cryptographic protection schemes at the MAC layer. So 

control frames are still vulnerable to DoS attack. An attacker can easily exploit the control 

frame by spoofing them and then use for resource exhaustion.   



 The de-authentication vulnerability, in particular, can be fixed by authenticating control frames 

explicitly [26]. 

 De-authentication flooding, in particular, can be mitigated by delaying the effect of requests.   

 In RTS DoS attack, the network performance can be restored back by Reevaluate RTS Duration 

(RRD) technique [25].   

 MAC address spoofing can be protected if there is incrimination mechanism implanted in 

firmware in each node. When a node sends its MAC address there would incrimination after 

next frame by sender node.  Since firmware functionality of wireless card can't be changed by 

an attacker. The receiver will only accept and response such frames which have incremented 

MAC [24].   
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